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Executive Summary

In the 2010s, viral videos of seemingly routine police encounters depicting tragedy have sent shockwaves through both communities and law enforcement agencies across the country, setting off a national conversation on the relationship communities have with law enforcement. At the national level, these encounters have coincided with reduced public confidence in American policing,¹ particularly among youth and minority populations.² While low levels of trust have existed in certain communities throughout history, the most recent wave of high-profile incidents has prompted widespread calls to meaningfully address issues of community concern, such as officer-involved shootings and excessive force, discriminatory policing, aggressive crime fighting strategies, and accountability for misconduct. Across the nation, law enforcement leaders, academics, and government officials have seemingly reached a consensus that addressing such issues with a focus on public trust and legitimacy are integral to fair and effective public safety in an increasingly diverse nation.

The response by governments, law enforcement executives, community groups, and technical advisors to the challenge of mending police-community relations has been significant. In the aftermath of unrest in Ferguson, Missouri, and elsewhere, then President Barack Obama established the Task Force on 21st Century Policing to identify policing practices that promote public safety and build community trust in law enforcement.³ The Final Report of the President’s Task Force on 21st Century Policing, published in May 2015, offered several recommendations, including many relating to public trust, procedural justice, and legitimacy; accountability and transparency; community policing efforts; and the inclusion of community members in policy development, training programs, and review of force incidents.

In addition, the task force’s report recommended that civilian oversight of law enforcement be established in accordance with the needs of the community and with input from local law enforcement stakeholders.⁴ Civilian oversight of law enforcement can contribute significantly to the implementation and institutionalization of many of the task force’s recommendations and further the development of public trust, legitimacy, cooperation, and collaboration necessary to improve police-community relations and enhance public safety.

At its core, civilian oversight can be broadly defined as the independent, external, and ongoing review of a law enforcement agency and its operations by individuals outside of the law enforcement agency being overseen. Civilian oversight may entail, but is not limited to, the independent investigation of

1. Gallup, “In U.S., Confidence in Police Lowest in 22 Years.”
2. Gallup, “Confidence in Police Back at Historical Average.”
complaints alleging officer misconduct, auditing or monitoring various aspects of the overseen law enforce-
ment agency, analyzing patterns or trends in activity, issuing public reports, and issuing recommendations
on discipline, training, policies, and procedures. Taken together, these functions can promote greater law
enforcement accountability, increased transparency, positive organizational change, and improved respon-
siveness to community needs and concerns.

By acting as an independent and neutral body reviewing the work of the law enforcement agency and
its sworn staff, civilian oversight of law enforcement offers a unique element of legitimacy that internal
accountability and review mechanisms simply cannot. Similarly, a civilian oversight agency’s impartiality,
neutrality, and adherence to findings of fact can alleviate officer skepticism in internal systems and bolster
procedural fairness within the law enforcement agency as a whole.

The organizational structure and authority of civilian oversight agencies in the United States varies widely.
While civilian oversight agencies can be broadly categorized into review-focused, investigation-focused, or auditor/
monitor-focused models, no two oversight agencies are identical. Effective civilian oversight systems will reflect
the particular needs of their local partners and incorporate feedback from community members, law enforce-
ment and their unions, and government stakeholders in order to achieve the most sustainable and appropri-
ate structure. As the field of civilian oversight grows in sophistication, cities are frequently combining various
aspects of traditional oversight models to produce hybrid forms best suited for their local context.

As a whole, this report, the nine case studies, and the online toolkit are part of NACOLE’s work to expand,
improve, and assist civilian oversight of law enforcement efforts throughout the country. This work pro-
vides comprehensive guidance for oversight practitioners, law enforcement, community organizations, and
local officials to further develop effective civilian oversight. Additional research, guidance, and understand-
ing will be necessary as the field of oversight continues to evolve and grow.
Introduction

In 2016, the U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) Office of Community Oriented Policing Services (COPS Office) awarded a Community Policing Development (CPD) grant to the National Association for Civilian Oversight of Law Enforcement (NACOLE). NACOLE sought to provide comprehensive guidance on civilian oversight for oversight practitioners, law enforcement, community organizations, and local officials in order to further develop effective civilian oversight throughout the United States. With support and funding from the COPS Office, NACOLE has developed nine in-depth case studies of civilian oversight agencies throughout the United States; a searchable, online database of civilian oversight agencies and their characteristics; and a report on the state of the field and effective practices.

Research methodology

In determining the most relevant trends and developments in contemporary civilian oversight, the authors considered the history of civilian oversight, the evolution of oversight models in the United States, and several other primary and secondary sources, including the following:

- Academic articles, books, and industry publications
- NACOLE’s nine case studies of civilian oversight agencies
- NACOLE’s report *Civilian Oversight of Law Enforcement: Assessing the Evidence*, published in 2016 with support from the DOJ Office of Justice Programs (OJP)
- Newspaper and periodical articles pertaining to civilian oversight of law enforcement, law enforcement and criminal justice reform, and law enforcement accountability
- Oversight agency reports, data, and other materials
- Discussions with oversight practitioners and stakeholders in various jurisdictions

Data collection and analysis

Researchers have documented the absence of comprehensive and systematic data on civilian oversight of law enforcement. Such data could produce insight regarding how civilian oversight functions and lay the groundwork for developing a robust framework for evaluating its impact and performance. With this

---

in mind, NACOLE has embarked on two attempts to gather comprehensive data on civilian oversight in the United States. This work draws heavily from two initiatives: the NACOLE/OJP survey of 2016 and the COAD survey beginning in 2017.

**NACOLE/OJP survey (2016)**

NACOLE’s report *Civilian Oversight of Law Enforcement: Assessing the Evidence* drew insights from data gathered by an electronic survey completed by 97 civilian oversight agencies. This survey captured agency organizational information as well as information pertaining oversight directors’ attitudes toward and perceptions of their agencies.

**Civilian Oversight Agency Directory (COAD) survey (2017–present)**

NACOLE’s Civilian Oversight Agency Directory survey was developed, with support from the COPS Office as part of this research grant, to provide oversight practitioners, researchers, and community members with a comprehensive and up-to-date database of civilian oversight agencies. Since 2017, NACOLE has issued survey questions to capture additional information on oversight agency authority, functions, processes, resources, and enabling legislation.

The COAD is an ongoing survey that will be updated regularly. The database includes a front-end interface that permits users to filter, search, and sort through the 69 organizational variables the survey captures. The web application, survey, and database can be accessed at http://directory.nacole.org.

Throughout this report, data from each survey will refer to the “NACOLE/OJP” survey and “COAD,” respectively.

**Nine case studies of civilian oversight agencies**

As part of this research project, NACOLE, with assistance from the Police Foundation, conducted nine site visits to various jurisdictions throughout the United States with established civilian oversight agencies. The purpose of these site visits was to hold semi-structured interviews with oversight agency staff, local law enforcement representatives, community groups interested in law enforcement accountability, government officials, and union representatives; collect written information and data; and to understand how each oversight agency operates on a day-to-day basis.

These site visits resulted in nine in-depth case studies, detailing the history and evolution of each oversight agency; their organizational structure and interface with both local government and the overseen law enforcement agencies; the scope of their authority and jurisdiction; their resources and staffing; and their procedures for undertaking the various oversight responsibilities.

---

In selecting the nine oversight agencies to be studied, NACOLE sought a diverse cross-section of oversight agencies representing various oversight models, geographies, populations, law enforcement department sizes, and histories. The resulting case studies offer practical insights that can be useful to oversight practitioners, community groups, law enforcement members, and other stakeholders in different contexts throughout the country. The cities visited for these case studies are presented in table 1.

**Table 1. Characteristics of case study organizations**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>Agency Name</th>
<th>Oversight Model</th>
<th>Year Created</th>
<th>Population</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Atlanta, GA</td>
<td>Atlanta Citizen Review Board</td>
<td>Investigation-focused</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>472,522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cambridge, MA</td>
<td>Police Review &amp; Advisory Board</td>
<td>Review-focused</td>
<td>1984</td>
<td>113,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denver, CO</td>
<td>Office of the Independent Monitor</td>
<td>Auditor/monitor-focused</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>693,060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indianapolis, IN</td>
<td>Citizens’ Police Complaint Office</td>
<td>Review-focused</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td>864,771</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Los Angeles, CA</td>
<td>LAPD Office of the Inspector General</td>
<td>Auditor/monitor-focused</td>
<td>1995</td>
<td>3,976,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miami, FL</td>
<td>Civilian Investigative Panel</td>
<td>Investigation-focused</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>453,579</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Orleans, LA</td>
<td>Independent Police Monitor</td>
<td>Auditor/monitor-focused</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>391,495</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philadelphia, PA</td>
<td>Police Advisory Commission</td>
<td>Review-focused</td>
<td>1993</td>
<td>1,568,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington, DC</td>
<td>Office of Police Complaints</td>
<td>Investigation-focused</td>
<td>1998</td>
<td>693,972</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The first half of the *Report on the State of the Field and Effective Practices* provides a brief overview of the history of civilian oversight, the features of traditional oversight models, and original insights on trends and developments on the current state of the field. It includes information on the geography of civilian oversight; patterns in oversight agency functions, authority, staffing, and resources; oversight agency access to department records and information; and developments in community outreach functions performed by oversight agencies across the country. This information is intended to fill existing gaps in the literature on civilian oversight and provide stakeholders with a broader understanding of the contemporary civilian oversight landscape.

**Brief history of civilian oversight**

Early forms of civilian oversight of law enforcement emerged during the Progressive Era amid calls for eliminating municipal corruption and disentangling the police from such corruption. In some cities, volunteer civilian police commissions were appointed by the mayor or city council to act as the board of directors for the police department, often with the authority to hire and fire the police chief and set department policy. Ultimately, however, these early police commissions proved ineffective due the political entrenchment of the appointed commissioners and their frequent deference to the police chief.

A more formalized concept of civilian oversight emerged amid tensions between police and minority communities in the late 1920s. In 1928, the Los Angeles Bar Association established a Committee on Constitutional Rights to record complaints of police misconduct. As a nongovernmental body, the commission had no authority to act on complaints received.

From the 1930s to 1950s, riots over race relations and police violence in urban areas gave way to strengthened movements for police accountability and improved civilian complaint processes. A breakthrough came about in Washington, D.C., in 1948, when the nation’s first civilian review board (CRB) was established in response to community concerns over police using excessive force against African Americans and
to lobbying efforts by the Urban League and National Conference of Christians and Jews. This first CRB had limited visibility and effectiveness, reviewing just 54 cases in its first 16 years. The board was eventually abolished in 1995 amid a fiscal crisis and an unmanageable backlog of cases.

In 1973, a group of community organizations in Berkeley, California, mounted a successful campaign prompting the city council to pass an ordinance establishing the Police Review Commission—the first civilian oversight agency specifically authorized to independently investigate police complaints. That same year, voters in Detroit approved a city charter amendment creating the all-civilian Detroit Board of Police Commissioners (BOPC), authorized to set department policy and independently investigate and resolve complaints.

Less than a decade later, the San Francisco Office of Citizen Complaints (OCC), now known as the Department of Police Accountability, was incorporated into the city’s charter in 1982. The OCC signaled a unique development, in that the agency replaced the civilian complaint investigation functions of the San Francisco Police Department.

The 1990s brought about significant changes to American policing, reform efforts, and civilian oversight of law enforcement. This decade experienced sharp increases in police recruitment and resources, as well as a 41 percent spike in drug-related arrests and a focus on quality-of-life policing that contributed to the dramatic expansion of practices such as stop-and-frisk. Racial disparities in such enforcement, as well as national media coverage of police misconduct and corruption, markedly increased unfavorable public perceptions of police, particularly within minority communities. Concurrently, a new wave of civilian oversight agencies with expanded powers emerged, as did new efforts by the DOJ to reform police departments engaging in patterns of unconstitutional policing.

During this period, a new model of civilian oversight focused on systemic issues in law enforcement policies and procedures began to take shape. In 1991, the Seattle city council passed an ordinance establishing an independent civilian auditor to audit and review civilian complaint investigations completed by the Seat-
tle Police Department’s Internal Investigations Section. Two years later, city councilmembers in San Jose, California, proactively approved an ordinance creating an Independent Police Auditor (IPA). While modeled after Seattle’s civilian auditor, the San Jose IPA was given a broader mandate and was authorized to review the complaint investigations completed by the San Jose Police Department (SJPD), analyze complaint trends and statistics, and review and recommend improvements to SJPD policies and procedures.

The turn of the century has brought renewed attention to issues surrounding law enforcement misconduct. Several violent and sometimes fatal encounters captured on video and widely circulated through social media have yielded coalitions of community groups and campaigns organizing for police accountability and racial justice nationwide. In addition, the growing sophistication of data-based, investigative journalism has brought attention to these issues in many local contexts.

One of the most notable expansions of civilian oversight has been in the field of corrections. While NACOLE has been able to identify at least two agencies that were performing correctional oversight before 1990, there are currently an estimated 15 oversight agencies with jurisdiction over the county sheriff, which in most jurisdictions is responsible for managing local jails.

Models of civilian oversight

There is a general consensus that American civilian oversight agencies broadly follow the three models of review-focused, investigation-focused, or auditor/monitor-focused oversight, with relatively minor organizational differences distinguishing each model type. The review-focused model is the most prevalent form of civilian oversight in the United States, while the auditor/monitor-focused model has become increasingly common over the since 2000.

28. For an overview of some of the organizing work sparked by these events, see Lowery, They Can’t Kill Us All.
30. This includes the New York City Board of Correction, incorporated in the New York City charter in 1977 to perform oversight of the city’s Department of Correction, and the San Diego Citizen’s Law Enforcement Review Board, established in 1990.
31. De Angelis, Rosenthal, and Buchner, Civilian Oversight of Law Enforcement: Assessing the Evidence, 64. Note: This number assumes that civilian oversight agencies with jurisdiction over the county sheriff perform correctional oversight. This is because sheriffs in the United States typically manage jails within the county or municipality in the majority of jurisdictions. This number does not include correctional oversight where county or municipal jails are managed by a law enforcement agency other than the sheriff, such as a Department of Corrections or similar. Similarly, it is possible that some of the agencies in this figure oversee a sheriff’s department’s patrol function and are thus not involved in overseeing activities and conditions within county jails.
An emerging trend in contemporary civilian oversight is hybrid models of oversight. Many newer civilian oversight agencies perform functions or are organized in ways that go beyond the traditional definitions of the review-focused, investigation-focused, or auditor/monitor-focused models, combining several oversight functions in an effort to create an oversight system that is both proactive and reactive.33

1. **Review-focused models** typically assess the quality of finalized complaint investigations undertaken by the police or sheriff department’s internal affairs unit or conduct reviews of the overseen law enforcement agency’s policies, procedures, and disciplinary activities. Review-focused models typically consist of volunteer boards and commissions and may be involved in hearing appeals, holding public forums, and making recommendations for further investigation of complaints.

2. **Investigation-focused models** employ professionally trained staff to investigate complaints of alleged misconduct independently and separately from the police or sheriff’s department they are responsible for overseeing. Investigation-focused agencies are typically authorized to receive complaints. These agencies are increasingly being endowed with the authority to mediate complaints, analyze department policies and procedures, and issue recommendations to the oversee department.

3. **Auditor/monitor-focused** models take a variety of organizational forms, yet are all focused on large-scale, systemic law enforcement reform. Auditor/monitor agencies may review internal complaint investigation processes, evaluate police policies, practices, and training, actively participate in open investigations, and conduct wide-scale analyses of patterns in complaints and communicate their findings to the public.

4. **Hybrid civilian oversight exists in two ways:** hybrid agencies and hybrid systems. In the first case, an agency may primarily focus on one oversight function while also performing other functions (such as reviewing internal investigations and auditing policy compliance). In the latter case, a single jurisdiction may have multiple agencies overseeing the same department, such as an independent investigative agency and an inspector general, or a monitor agency and a civilian board acting in an advisory capacity to the law enforcement agency or other civilian oversight agency. Individual agencies assuming hybrid forms are increasingly common, but several jurisdictions have also created multiple agencies responsible for performing different oversight functions of the same law enforcement department.

**Trends in contemporary civilian oversight of law enforcement**

NACOLE drew from the COAD survey, NACOLE/OJP survey, oversight agency reports and written materials, and conversations with oversight practitioners to understand trends in oversight models, authority, organizational structure, resources, and functions. The most significant findings are presented here.

33. Harris, “Holding Police Accountability Theory to Account.”
Growth and geography of civilian oversight in the United States

The NACOLE/OJP report found that civilian oversight is now more stable than it was in its earlier stages. While early resistance from politicians and law enforcement unions resulted in the failure and elimination of many of the nation’s early civilian oversight agencies, those established more recently have been more likely to survive. Over half of the oversight agencies that responded to the NACOLE/OJP survey indicated that their agency has been in existence for over 16 years.\(^{34}\)

In mid-2005, an estimated 100 civilian oversight agencies were in existence.\(^{35}\) By 2010, this had only increased to 102. After 2010, however, the rate of civilian oversight growth began to increase significantly; by 2016, NACOLE was able to identify 144 civilian oversight agencies.\(^{36}\) As of late 2019, researchers had identified approximately 166 civilian oversight agencies operating in 140 jurisdictions: a 39 percent increase in the total number of civilian oversight agencies in just nine years.

The compiled data similarly show that the auditor/monitor-focused model of oversight has expanded rapidly over the past decade. While review-focused models of oversight remain by far the most common, the auditor/monitor-focused model has recently surpassed the investigation-focused model as the second most common form of oversight. From 2010 to 2019, the auditor/monitor-focused model grew 42 percent, compared to the investigation-focused model’s 38 percent growth during the same period.

Although the geography of civilian oversight remains uneven, municipalities with oversight have become increasingly diverse in size. Among the 140 jurisdictions identified to have some form of civilian oversight, a large share of them are concentrated on the western and eastern coasts of the United States. A handful of states, largely in the Midwest, do not have any form of civilian oversight.

Law enforcement agencies subject to civilian oversight

Responses to the NACOLE/OJP survey revealed that municipal police departments account for 82 percent of the law enforcement agencies subject to civilian oversight; county sheriffs constitute 15 percent. Other types of law enforcement agencies are gradually being subjected to civilian oversight as well. Beginning in 2011, the Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) Police Department was subject to oversight from the BART Office of the Independent Police Auditor (OIPA) and the BART Police Citizen Review Board (PCRB) created in 2011. Oversight agencies are also being established for university police, such as the University of California, Davis Police Accountability Board (PAB) which oversees the university’s police force.

---

34. Harris, “Holding Police Accountability Theory to Account,” 35.
Civilian oversight in federal- and state-level consent decrees

Federal pattern-or-practice investigations into the constitutionality of local police practices by the Civil Rights Division (CRD) of the DOJ, under the Violent Crime Control and Law Enforcement Act of 1994,37 have been strong impetuses for reform, including establishing or strengthening pre-existing civilian oversight systems.38 Jurisdictions where federal intervention has led to the development or strengthening of civilian oversight include Albuquerque, New Mexico; Baltimore, Maryland; Cincinnati, Ohio; Cleveland, Ohio; Ferguson, Missouri; New Orleans, Louisiana; Newark, New Jersey; Portland, Oregon; and Washington, D.C. In Chicago, Illinois, and Riverside, California, state attorneys general have initiated pattern-or-practice investigations and the jurisdiction entered a consent decree at the state level.

Recommendation authority

A core function of civilian oversight includes the issuance of recommendations to the overseen law enforcement agency. These recommendations may concern findings on individual misconduct investigations, discipline for sustained misconduct, training, and department policies and procedures.

The COAD survey revealed that policy and procedure recommendations are the most common form of recommendation that oversight agencies are authorized to issue: nearly all survey respondents indicated such authority. Less than half—44.5 percent—of the COAD respondents reported having the authority to recommend discipline on misconduct cases.

Legislation establishing civilian oversight is increasingly adopting language requiring that the overseen law enforcement agency issue a written response to all recommendations made by the oversight agency.

Oversight budgets

The type of oversight model appears to be a strong determinant of oversight agency budgets. As noted in the NACOLE/OJP report, investigation-focused models are generally the most expensive forms of oversight because they are staffed by full-time professional investigators.39 Conversely, review-focused models tend to be the least expensive because they rely on volunteer civilian boards or commissions to review completed internal investigations.40

One trait shared by a majority of oversight agencies is that their budgets rarely exceed 0.5 percent of the budget of the law enforcement agencies they oversee. Nearly 70 percent of COAD respondents reported budgets less than or equal to 0.5 percent of the subject law enforcement agency. Nine percent of agencies reported budgets exceeding 1 percent of the overseen law enforcement agency’s budget, most of which are investigation-focused models.

38. For an overview of the Civil Rights Division’s work on police reform, see: Civil Rights Division, The Civil Rights Division’s Pattern and Practice Police Reform Work: 1994—Present.
Access to law enforcement records and information

There is significant variation in the types of law enforcement records and information that oversight agencies can access and the methods in which they are made accessible to the agency. These variations are typically associated with the agency’s oversight model, with review-focused models having the least comprehensive level of access and, consistent with their broad mandates, auditor/monitor-focused models generally having the most.

Across all model types, COAD respondents reported having high levels of access to closed internal investigations and body-worn camera or in-car video. Less than half of the responding agencies reported the authority to subpoena records or officers. Access to officer or deputy personnel records was similarly low. Additionally, few oversight agencies reported having direct, back-end access to the overseen department’s internal affairs databases. Auditor/monitor-focused oversight agencies in the COAD survey were most likely to have some form of direct access to this department database.

Mediation

Mediation has become an increasingly popular means of resolving civilian complaints that allege low-level forms of misconduct. The COAD data revealed that roughly 45 percent of responding agencies offered some form of mediation for complainants. Investigation-focused models, in particular, are more likely to mediate complaints. In nearly all instances where mediation is an option, officer participation is voluntary. In just one jurisdiction, Washington, D.C., is mediation compulsory for subject officers.

Agency evaluation by oversight stakeholders

The practice of ongoing evaluation of a civilian oversight agency is an emerging phenomenon. In a handful of jurisdictions, legislation establishing the oversight agency includes a requirement that one or more stakeholders outside the oversight agency periodically evaluate its work. These periodic evaluations present local stakeholders with an opportunity to identify an agency’s strengths and weaknesses. Similarly, they may offer an avenue for continuous improvement of the oversight agency by proposing changes to the agency’s authority, organization, jurisdiction, and resources that may be necessary to ensure the agency’s effectiveness and ability to meet the needs of the community.

Given the inherent complexities of civilian oversight, there is no single approach or set of qualitative or quantitative criteria best suited for agency evaluation. The most common approach is a civilian-led entity such as an advisory board or panel. Elsewhere, the municipal auditor, controller, or similar governmental official is required to conduct the periodic evaluation. In a small number of jurisdictions, the oversight is evaluated by a consultant or through peer review.
Effective Practices in Civilian Oversight of Law Enforcement

The second half of the Report on the State of the Field and Effective Practices focuses on the principles that underlie effective civilian oversight and recommended practices that bolster an oversight agency’s ability to adhere to these principles. In total, this report offers 73 recommendations across 16 core areas of civilian oversight, such as independence, access to information, processing and managing complaints, analyzing law enforcement policies and data, issuing public reports, evaluating a civilian oversight agency, and performing community outreach. These recommendations have been developed with input from oversight professionals throughout the country and include commentary as well as additional references to assist in their implementation. While these recommendations do not cover all aspects of civilian oversight, they should be taken into consideration to determine their propriety in local contexts.

The “Effective Practices” framework

The surging growth and expansion of civilian oversight over the past decade has spurred conversations among practitioners, government officials, law enforcement, and other stakeholders regarding the application of “best practices” in the field. As part of its recommendations on policy and oversight, the Final Report of the President’s Task Force on 21st Century Policing included an action item directing the COPS Office to “provide technical assistance and collect best practices from existing civilian oversight efforts.”

Stakeholders seek information on practices proven to work, methods to strengthen or improve civilian oversight, and ways that desired outcomes can be achieved most effectively and efficiently. In the field of civilian oversight, however, there are important limitations that must be taken into consideration regarding the propriety and applicability of what are commonly understood as “best practice” approaches. As such, NACOLE proposes an “effective practices” framework that takes into consideration the core values and the thirteen principles that are the foundation for successful and effective oversight.

These effective practices value the diverse perspectives and wisdom of experienced practitioners while acknowledging that, within the field of civilian oversight, there are several possible paths to success. Furthermore, they are consistent with the “best fit” approach to structuring civilian oversight and prioritizing stakeholder input and dialogue, rather than merely prescribing the “best” in all contexts.

**Thirteen principles for effective civilian oversight of law enforcement**

Based largely on NACOLE’s “Core Elements of Successful Oversight,”42 the following set of 13 principles takes into consideration findings that have emerged from the research undertaken for this project. They reflect information gleaned from scholars and oversight professionals, who have worked to identify the most important aspects of effective civilian oversight,43 as well as conversations this report’s authors have had with experienced oversight practitioners. Together, these 13 principles form the preconditions for effective civilian oversight of law enforcement.

In many ways, these principles are interrelated. An oversight agency cannot be successful by emphasizing one principle while de-emphasizing another. Building effective oversight requires balancing and prioritizing these principles, based on what stakeholders determine to be most important for the community the agency serves.

1. **Independence**

   In its broadest sense, independence refers to an absence of real or perceived influence from law enforcement, political actors, and other special interests looking to affect the operations of the civilian oversight. Independence is widely understood to be imperative to an oversight agency’s success and legitimacy.44 An oversight agency must be able to act impartially, fairly, and in a manner that maintains community and stakeholder trust. In order to maintain legitimacy, an agency must be able to demonstrate the extent and impact of its independence from the overseen law enforcement agency—especially in the face of high-profile issues or incidents.

2. **Clearly defined and adequate jurisdiction and authority**

   An oversight agency’s jurisdiction and scope of authority are crucial to its success and effectiveness. While expectations regarding civilian oversight can vary significantly, having adequate jurisdiction and authority are fundamental in achieving organizational goals and ensuring the oversight agency can be responsive to communities.45 To be effective, an agency’s jurisdiction and authority must be both adequate and clearly defined in order to prevent confusion and differing interpretations of the oversight agency’s authority.

---

3. **Unfettered access to records and facilities**

The ability to review all records relevant to an investigation or other matters within the scope of a civilian oversight agency’s authority in a timely manner is essential to providing effective, informed, and fact-driven oversight. Similarly, agencies performing correctional oversight must have unfettered access to facilities and staff. Without timely and reliable access to department records, information, and facilities, oversight practitioners and volunteers cannot make decisions that meaningfully address areas of concern.

4. **Access to law enforcement executives and internal affairs staff**

The effectiveness of civilian oversight can hinge on an agency’s ability to effectively communicate with law enforcement officials regarding matters of concern identified throughout the course of the oversight agency’s work. Whether to discuss policy, discipline, an individual misconduct investigation, or any other matter within the agency’s purview, oversight must be structured so that the appropriate law enforcement officials are directly accessible and responsive to issues raised by the civilian oversight agency.\(^{46}\) This sustained dialogue and communication between law enforcement and oversight stakeholders promotes cooperation and ensures that those involved can develop mutual understanding and support for each other’s role in promoting greater accountability.

5. **Full cooperation**

In addition to having access to relevant records and department executives, effective civilian oversight requires the full cooperation of all officers and department staff throughout the course of its work.\(^{47}\) Full cooperation is necessary for conducting thorough investigations and obtaining sufficient information for any work performed by the civilian oversight agency. The conditions of such cooperation must respect due process rights and an individual’s constitutional right against self-incrimination.

6. **Sustained stakeholder support**

An otherwise well-designed civilian oversight mechanism can be undermined over time by a lack of meaningful and sustained support from those who can contribute to an agency’s success.\(^{48}\) This lack of support can take many forms, such as failing to provide the agency with adequate authority or resources, selecting ineffective managers or leaving board appointments vacant for prolonged periods of time, disregarding recommendations or findings, or remaining unwilling to address outstanding issues relating to the effective functioning of the civilian oversight agency. While establishing and supporting civilian oversight may be politically expedient in times of crisis, successful oversight requires the sustained support and interest of stakeholders who value independence, accountability, and transparency.\(^{49}\)

---

\(^{46}\) Attard and Olson, *Overview of Civilian Oversight of Law Enforcement in the United States*, 7.

\(^{47}\) Walker, “Core Principles for an Effective Police Auditor’s Office.”

\(^{48}\) Attard and Olson, *Overview of Civilian Oversight of Law Enforcement in the United States*, 7.

\(^{49}\) Attard and Olson, *Overview of Civilian Oversight of Law Enforcement in the United States*, 6.
7. **Adequate funding and operational resources**
   
   To ensure that work performed is thorough, timely, and skillful, adequate resources are necessary. In several jurisdictions, budgetary and staffing constraints have presented significant barriers to the civilian oversight agency’s ability to perform critical oversight functions in a manner that is adequate, efficient, and meets the needs and expectations of community stakeholders.\(^\text{50}\) Political stakeholders must ensure that their support for civilian oversight includes a sustained commitment to providing adequate and necessary resources.

8. **Public reporting and transparency**
   
   Law enforcement agencies and their internal investigations have typically been shrouded in secrecy and public suspicion.\(^\text{51}\) The fundamental goal of civilian oversight is to have an independent entity bring transparency to this historically opaque process. Civilian oversight provides a unique opportunity for the public to learn about misconduct complaints and other areas of the law enforcement agency that serves the community. As such, issuing regular public reports is critical to an agency’s credibility.\(^\text{52}\) Public reports should in no way be censored or modified by law enforcement or political stakeholders.\(^\text{53}\) Such a practice may undermine public confidence in the agency’s independence and ability to meaningfully address matters of interest to the community.

9. **Policy patterns in practice analysis**
   
   Performing analyses of law enforcement policies and patterns in practice may be among the most critical functions a civilian oversight agency can perform.\(^\text{54}\) Such analyses have great potential to advance the goals of effective civilian oversight by addressing systemic problems of law enforcement agencies and by formulating recommendations that will improve relations with communities. By performing data-driven and evidence-based analyses of specific issues, oversight agencies can pinpoint areas of concern and formulate recommendations for improvement. To hold the overseen law enforcement agency’s executives accountable, timely written responses to the oversight agency’s recommendations should be required and made public.

10. **Community outreach**
    
    A civilian oversight body is an institution representing the interests of the local community; conducting outreach to the community and local stakeholders is essential to its effectiveness.\(^\text{55}\) Outreach enables an oversight agency to build awareness of its existence, share reports and findings with the public, build relationships with stakeholders, recruit volunteers, solicit community input and involvement, facilitate

---
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learning and greater understanding, broker improved relationships, build coalitions, and develop a greater capacity for problem-solving. These functions are crucial to an agency’s overall transparency, credibility, responsiveness, accountability, accessibility, and overall ability to successfully maintain public support and legitimacy.

11. **Community involvement**

Community and stakeholder input regarding how civilian oversight should function and which accountability issues it should address will result in the creation of a “best fit” oversight system that can meet community needs and expectations. Without sufficient involvement of those most interested in and impacted by local issues regarding law enforcement, it is unlikely that civilian oversight will be able to successfully accomplish its goals.

12. **Confidentiality, anonymity, and protection from retaliation**

Civilian oversight must function with the same integrity, professionalism, and ethical standards it expects from and promotes for law enforcement. Stakeholders and the community must remain confident that civilian oversight will protect sensitive information as well as those who disclose it. An oversight agency cannot maintain credibility, legitimacy, and public trust if it does not or cannot respect confidentiality agreements, maintain the anonymity of those who wish to share information anonymously, and work towards creating an environment where those involved with or contacting the oversight agency can do so without fear of retaliation or retribution.

13. **Procedural justice and legitimacy**

Rooted in behavioral psychology, procedural justice typically centers on how authority is exercised. For entities whose authority is established by law, the recognition of their right to that authority and perceptions of how fairly that authority is exercised are crucial components of legitimacy.

Research has shown that procedurally just interactions between law enforcement and the community positively impact the public’s compliance with laws and willingness to assist in crime control efforts. The literature has also shown that officer perceptions of a procedurally just work environment are associated with reduced misconduct and corruption, as well as greater endorsement of policing reforms, reduced mistrust of and cynicism about the community, willingness to obey supervisors, and increased officer well-being.
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Successful civilian oversight leverages the principles of procedural justice to bolster legitimacy with the all members of the community. There is research supporting the notion that a procedurally just complaint processes—where complainants report being satisfied with the quality of communication and the process—increases complainant satisfaction. It is equally important that civilian oversight establish legitimacy with law enforcement and law enforcement unions by operating in accordance with the principles of procedural justice. Effective civilian oversight must work to overcome an “us versus them” mindset by proceeding with respect, trustworthy and unbiased motives, genuine interest in the concerns of law enforcement, and clear communication of the processes and decisions pursuant to the oversight agency’s official duties.

Recommended Effective Practices

The remainder of the report focuses on certain key areas in civilian oversight and presents recommendations for practitioners to consider in their own work. Each recommendation focuses on strengthening an agency’s practices in relation to the thirteen principles for effective civilian oversight and includes a brief commentary with additional information, resources, and examples from the field. While the authors of this report have attempted to develop an extensive list of effective practices, it should not be considered exhaustive. This report focuses largely on addressing recurring themes or concerns identified by practitioners and stakeholders throughout the course of this research.

The recommendations for effective practices, described in this section, are meant to offer guidance, not concrete solutions. As discussed earlier, the challenges associated with civilian oversight can rarely be boiled down to technical problems with technical solutions. When considering a particular practice, oversight practitioners should ensure that the new practice can be implemented sustainably, with the resources, staff, cooperation, and political support necessary to continue a practice into the future. An agency unable to deliver a level or type of service that it once did risks losing public confidence and legitimacy.

Oversight practitioners must consider each recommendation with a mindset oriented towards a “best fit” approach, and consider the following questions with all relevant stakeholders prior to implementing a particular practice:

1. **Is this practice an appropriate fit for our local context?**

   Not all recommended practices will be appropriate for every jurisdiction or oversight system. Oversight practitioners must carefully discuss recommendations under consideration with local stakeholders and gather feedback concerning each recommendation. It is important for stakeholders and community members to fully understand what a particular recommendation seeks to accomplish and how it can be implemented within their local context.

2. **How will this practice strengthen civilian oversight in relation to the thirteen principles for effective oversight?**

   Before establishing or revising an existing civilian oversight system, stakeholders must evaluate its strengths and weaknesses in relation to the 13 principles of effectiveness. While each recommendation is framed in a way that focuses on satisfying or maximizing a particular principle, stakeholders
should consider whether adopting a particular recommendation will achieve its intended outcome in their jurisdiction. Implementing one recommendation that strengthens a principle may not sufficiently address a particular weakness or other related shortcomings of the agency. Additional changes may be necessary to achieve the civilian oversight agency’s goals.

3. What are the potential unintended consequences of implementing this practice?

Stakeholders should consider and discuss the potential unintended consequences associated with a particular practice. While a practice may strengthen the oversight system in one area, it may have the unintended consequence of undermining the oversight system in another. For example, the implementation of certain practices could have significant impacts on the existing or proposed resources of the agency.
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About the COPS Office

The Office of Community Oriented Policing Services (COPS Office) is the component of the U.S. Department of Justice responsible for advancing the practice of community policing by the nation's state, local, territorial, and tribal law enforcement agencies through information and grant resources.

Community policing begins with a commitment to building trust and mutual respect between police and communities. It supports public safety by encouraging all stakeholders to work together to address our nation's crime challenges. When police and communities collaborate, they more effectively address underlying issues, change negative behavioral patterns, and allocate resources.

Rather than simply responding to crime, community policing focuses on preventing it through strategic problem-solving approaches based on collaboration. The COPS Office awards grants to hire community policing officers and support the development and testing of innovative policing strategies. COPS Office funding also provides training and technical assistance to community members and local government leaders, as well as all levels of law enforcement.

Since 1994, the COPS Office has invested more than $14 billion to add community policing officers to the nation's streets, enhance crime fighting technology, support crime prevention initiatives, and provide training and technical assistance to help advance community policing. Other achievements include the following:

- To date, the COPS Office has funded the hiring of approximately 130,000 additional officers by more than 13,000 of the nation's 18,000 law enforcement agencies in both small and large jurisdictions.
- Nearly 700,000 law enforcement personnel, community members, and government leaders have been trained through COPS Office–funded training organizations.
- Almost 500 agencies have received customized advice and peer-led technical assistance through the COPS Office Collaborative Reform Initiative Technical Assistance Center.
- To date, the COPS Office has distributed more than eight million topic-specific publications, training curricula, white papers, and resource CDs and flash drives.
- The COPS Office also sponsors conferences, round tables, and other forums focused on issues critical to law enforcement.

COPS Office information resources, covering a wide range of community policing topics such as school and campus safety, violent crime, and officer safety and wellness, can be downloaded via the COPS Office's home page, https://cops.usdoj.gov.
The wave of high-profile incidents in 2020 between police and community members has prompted widespread calls for greater community oversight of law enforcement agencies. This is an executive summary of *Civilian Oversight of Law Enforcement: Report on the State of the Field and Effective Oversight Practices*, a white paper by the National Association for Civilian Oversight of Law Enforcement (NACOLE) that combines survey data, case studies of oversight bodies nationwide, and a literature review to outline the history of civilian oversight and its spread; define three standard oversight models and discuss their implementation; propose 13 principles for effective oversight; and provide recommendations for each within an effective practices framework.